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8. What topics would you like to see on the agenda of one of the next CENTR Security workshops?

RDAP extensions for ccTLDs (privacy considerations, extra contact data, etc...). / EPP extensions for authorization - 2 factors - non-registrar operations / Registry access for non-registrars, like webhosting companies (see Cloudflare blog, and CIRA draft). / IDN handling in relation to IETF LAGER WG / I am always very interested in (more) presentations about design and architecture of the Registration System and/or new features of the Registration system. Or things like deployment strategy. / Of course I am also interested in topics around operating the DNS but there usually is already a lot of focus on this side. / Perhaps something on the application stack used by registry systems?

9. Other general comments on this meeting?

On the one hand, it was a bit disappointing to see so few people at the meeting, but on the other hand, the small group increased interaction between the people that were there. / Attendance was lower than usual. Any ideas what might be the reason? Meetings on Sunday are of course less attractive, especially for people not attending the RIPE meeting. / Tour-de-table with one slide per TLD/participant (like for example done in the Admin WG) => pro's and con's? might take longer? => ask opinions on the mailing list? => ask feedback from the Admin WG? / The only comment I'd make would be regarding the agenda fixed a bit more ahead of time. / Thanks! The CENTR secretariat support for the meeting was highly appreciated.